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We show that the formal cspression for the van der Waals free energ.y of n macroscopic system, involving the temperature Green’s functions of the system, is equivalent to a simple sum involving the dispersion relation for normal oscillations of the system, thus removing some uncertninticr associated with the use of the normal mode method.



In a recent note [ 11 we showed that the Lifshitz expression [2] for the free energy of two semiinfinite slabs of dielectric is equivalent to a sum over normal modes of an expression which reduces, for non-dissipative systems at zero temperature, to the sum of the zero-point energy of the modes. The importance of this result is that it demonstrates how the method of van Kampen et al. [I] may be used when the normal modes are damped, i.e., when the frequencies are complex so that we may no longer regard $&J as an energy. The question of what energy to assign to such damped modes has concerned several authors [4-7] and no general agreement has been reached. In this note we examine the general expression for the free energy of a syskm interacting with electromagnetic radiation, and show that to within the approximation of linear response theory the exact expression can be represented in terms of the normal modes as conjectured in [ 1 ] , so that the important question of how to treat complex frequencies is settled. We commence with a standard result for the free. energS of the electroma,gnetic fieid of an interacting system [8]. The expression, which accounts exactly for all processes except those which would involve non-linear response (such as photon .-photon scattering) is AF=



388



-fkTn=$



Tr [An(w,)g(o,)l



,



(0



where rr(~,,) is the polarisation operator, $‘(w,,) the temperature Green’s function, w,r = %~rkT/fi, and the trace operation inchrdes summation over four-vector indices and integration over space coordinates. The A symbol indicates the change in a quantity for two conrigurations



of the system



which



differ



by an



infinitesima! amount, and is necessary to ensure that the expression converges. In practice any divergence will occur in the limit of short wavelength, for which the interaction of the electromagnetic field with the material disappears, We therefore require that the unperturbed Green’s function is not affected by A. Eq. (i j can be cast into a more useful form by employing Dyson’s equation together with the condition Ag(O) ,= 0. This gives the result @‘)An$? = (I- CJ(%) AG, or on using Dyson’s equation a second time AI@ = g-‘AS



= A lng



.



(2)



We now empioy some standard relationships between the temperature Green’s function and the timedependent Green’s function. First we note that CJ(w,) is an even function so that we can confine the sum in (1) to positive w,. Then we use the relationship s(w,,) = G(io,,) (w,?O), where G(o) is the retarded Green’s function: with this replacement we obtain (3)
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pond to the poles of G.) Hence we have



Q(w) = Tr [A In G(io)] = Tr [in G+)



and the prime on the summation II =



AF = kT ,gO’ A InD(iw,,)



- In G](iw)]



sign means that the



0 term has weight one-half. In (4) we have ex-



hibited the A operator explicitly by writing G=G2-G,. To make further progress we need some knowledge of ihe analytic properties of.the function ‘P(w). It follows from standard properties of the retarded Green’s functions that ‘P(W) is analytic in the upper half-plane, with no poles or zeros, and that ‘D(o) -+ 0 for large 101 in the upper half plane, including the rerrl axis. We make two assumptions, which are valid for a wide class of functions which occur in practice, viz., (i) Q(w) does not grow faster than exponentially for large w in the lower half plane, (ii) @p(w) is mero. morphic, the poles occurring at the normal mode frequencies of Cl(o) and G2(a). [Jsing the MittagLeffler theorem [9], together with the spectral representation of the retarded Green’s function, we may write (D(w)=



7



4[w-C$+



iyl]-’



t@(w),



01



where the summation is over normal modes labelled by I, whose frequencies are I2,- ir[(y+O), and Q(w) is an entire function. By assumption (i) above, and some standard results of analytic function theory?, we may show that @(wj = 0. At this point the connection with the method of van Kampen et al. [3] is easily made. If D(o) is any function with the properties (i) the zeros of D determine the normal modes of the system (ii) D is meromorphic, and the poles do not move under the application of A, (iii) A InD(o) does not grow faster



than exponentially



in the lower



half plane and goes to zero for large w in the upper



half plane and on the real axis; then the arguments above show that Q(w) = - @InD(w). (The rninus sign stems from the fact that the zeros of D corres-



7 We need the Phrs_mdn-Lindelijf



(6)



(4)



principle and Liouvilfe’s theorem, see, for example, ref. [ IO].



and we have therefore extended our proof of the validity of this formula, shown in [I] to be equivalent to the Lifshitz



expression



for parallel



planes,



to



cover a wide range of physical situations [ 1 I] , including different geometries [I21 . We have also shown that criticism of the use of this formula [5] in connection with the retarded interaction of oscillators



[6, 131 is unfounded. This result can be cast in the form given in (11 by writing the sum as a contour integral in the usual way (see [l] or [3]), deforming the contour to the real axis and integrating by parts. Thus we get



&F= -_TT-I



7 do s(w, I? 4 ImC D’(o)/D(w)) r,



, (7)



where g(w. r) = kT In [2 sinh (frw/2kT)] is the free energy of a harmonic oscillator of frequency w. A similar result to this has been obtained by Bullough [Id] for an infinite homogeneous medium in the weak complex dielectric constant approximation. If we insert eq. (5) into (7), we obtain, apart from the order of summation and integration, the result which appears in [l] . It would be of interest to see what energy is assigned to each normal mode when they are damped, by reversing the order of summation and integration. However, this cannot be done unless 47! = 0, for the integrals diverge in general. To circumvent this we may introduce the factor exp (-(uw),



allowing 01to go to zero only after the summation has been performed. It is trivial to show that the divergent part of the integral has the form In (Y2 471, so that we obtain the interesting condition car,= 0, which must hold if expressions (6) and (7) are to converge. ‘The significance of this condition will be investigated elsewhere: the interesting point for the present discussion is that if this divergent term is ignored, each mode contributesg(R[, T) + O($ when & > 0 and 6(7/j when Ql< 0, for modes which are only lightly damped (+S2_23, a result which we expect. 389
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